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A beautiful home situated in the heart of the most prestigious conservation areas in the city tucked away from the shops and close to
Seven Dials. The property has spacious living accommodation, high ceilings and large sash windows flooding each room with natural light
accompanied by original victorian pine floorboards that have been repaired and restored throughout. The city itself is within close
proximity, as is Brighton Mainline Station for an easy commute, so this would make a wonderful home for professionals, downsizers and
investors alike.

As you enter the property a generously sized, open lounge/diner can be found which is flooded with natural light from a large bay
window to the front. Adjacent is the kitchen which is currently walled off to be separate, but could very easily could be opened up to the
rest of the living area if desired. Moving through the apartment, there are two double bedrooms; one has been recently redecorated and
has far reaching views over the local landscape in the south. Rising up above the historic roofline is the i360 reminding you just how
close to the coast you are here. To the front, the master bedroom is large with space for freestanding wardrobes alongside built-in
cabinetry which maximises the floor space further, and the period features are evident in here with a sweet arched window and a
Victorian fireplace.
Above the small bedroom there is decent storage space accessible via a folding ladder that pulls down, as well as another loft space
which is accessed from the landing outside. 

Located within minutes of the seafront, the shopping area of Western Road and the Laines, this beautiful apartment has easy access to
all Brighton & Hove has to offer, but is on a quiet residential street. This elegant home is also conveniently located for schools, local
parks, and its proximity to Brighton Station, with excellent links to Gatwick and London making this a viable property for those who need
to travel or commute.
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